The Women’s Auxiliary to the American Medical Association
The 1930’s
The 1930’s were whirlwind years of growth as the organization fleshed out its purpose and developed and
strengthened its publicity and communication pieces. By the end of the thirties, membership was 20,000
strong with all states represented and 37 states organized. Strong programs in health education were
shared throughout the country and the Auxiliary collaborated with other women’s national organizations and
Parent-Teacher Associations. The Auxiliary was recognized as the AMA’s “good right arm, our trusted
associate.”
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1930: Thirty-seven states organized with 12,100 members but only 9,995 paid. Auxiliary pages
begin in the AMA Bulletin. “Our grateful appreciation of the privilege of a department devoted to
auxiliary affairs.”
1931: The ninth annual convention took place in Philadelphia in June 1931. The “first” at this
convention was the fact that the auxiliary registered all doctors’ wives (total registration 1,439),
regardless of whether or not they were members, and arranged for their entertainment.
1932: Annual meeting has registration from all states. For the first time the auxiliary has a room for
exhibits at the AMA meeting. Dr. E.H. Carey, now president of AMA, who ten years before
presented Texas resolution to AMA House of Delegates to organize a woman’s auxiliary, reaffirms
his faith in the auxiliary. AMA House of Delegates instructs Secretary to send a letter of appreciation “in order to stimulate
interest in the auxiliary.”
1933: Quarterly newsletter begins; Corrine Keen Freeman Fund established in memory of Mrs. Walter Freeman who died during
her presidency.
1934: New constitution and bylaws written (not adopted until1944); president urges "permanent, continuous form of executive
administration"; Nominating Committee consists of nine members: three appointed by the president, six elected by board.
1935: Two new Study Program Envelopes issued: "Milk" and "Prevention of Blindness"; budget is $3,200; Public Relations
Committee urges cooperation with PTA units in health programs.
1936: Six Convention conferences conducted by national chairmen; message from President Franklin D. Roosevelt read to the
House of Delegates; membership reaches 16,693.
1937: Recommendation read at annual meeting that paid secretary be employed by auxiliary; president indicates dues increase
necessary to cover cost; awards given for greatest increase in Hygeia subscriptions; archives stored at AMA Headquarters in
auxiliary-owned cabinet; membership: 18,259.
1939: Membership: 20,000; Newsletter is replaced by Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 1; more discussion of staff and revisions, but neither
is approved; group social affairs continue to be popular.

